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brainbent entertainment presents...
stainted from the start

doggerel 4 caterwauling guerillas
Please Pardon the Poetic Lie-sense...
because the nation of exploitation needs a reality revelation

Non-$erviamRE

INSERT TITLE HE

2 U, not ewe,ram,or lamb
Less asleep than the psychopharma sheep;
Not as dumb as the televised bums;
More aware than a horse's derriere
you still read.

psychopaths make p$ycho-path$
for the not-so-dumb behind them.
Seeking gain or fleeing pain,
the whores and numb will find them.
led by greed or bled by need,
their footsteps help define them
Will your head (carefully led)
be on the path behind them?
“The few who understand the system [(the banking system)] will either be so interested in its
profits, or so dependent on its favours, that there will be no opposition from that class, while on
the other hand, the great body of people, mentally incapable of comprehending the tremendous
advantage that capital derives from the system, will bear its burdens without complaint, and
perhaps without even suspecting that the system is inimical to their interests.” Rothschild
brothers of London writing to associates in New York, 1863

If 'making a living' is different than 'helping my tribe'
then something is terribly, terribly wrong.

psycho-$©¥€₦¢€ in the $ervice
used to intentionally increase ignorance

Propaganda propagation and dissemination combined with mis-education
insures the creation of population sedation, allowing the accommodation of
abomination, so a balmy nation is bombing nations... no truth, no justice,
feral.

every mourning...

Because...
Why don't you manipulate people (or at least try to) with every bit of $cienc€ that you
possess?
Why don't you use every p$¥ch weapon in your arsenal?
Why not metaphorically claw your way to the top of a pile of (metaphorical) bodies?
Why not grab every paper rectangle that is endowed with hallucinated power?
Why not eat your soul, overfill your belly and bank account?
Life is short. Why not?
i'll tell you.
Because you can see.
you see walking wounded,
broken spirits,
conned cavemen,
$laves debt-chained to soulkilling jobs
and too many tele-mindmangling devices.
you see people who didn't make this world.
you see $radios$ stuffed in their ears, $newe$paper$ over their eyes, and the
$video-blue$ glow always shows. They do not know.
you see too much junk food and not enough books,
the after-effects of many small doses of tech-organo-chems,
bioaccumulating biotoxins, cancer sticks made 'cool,'
and many micro-doses of mostly manmade radiation.
talk-sick videopropagated memes,
folks fooled by faux skews and fake faux-hunters
immobile for hours upon deformed hours piled profitably high,
with foreseeable futures of more of the same;
thus suffering,
and bewilderment,
and icy hot tears
of the deluded, defrauded, destitute.
because you can see this (you have the right kind of eyes), you try to overlook the
arrogance, the stupidity, the
high-t€ch p$¥cho-'ganda-induced ignorance.
You can see the blinded
hear the deafened
and you still feel, tho be-numbed
and you're making things better than they would otherwise be
even tho you can't see why...

In the land of free-derangement, I had a quest bizarre,
Are GM uh-Ohs brain-dents, or plants, or clunky cars?

of all the whores' insane bents, the worst evil by far
is language that
hides lies and crap,
from paid-for whore-$#!t Tee\/ee stars.

beware! baa-aware!
R EWE gluewed tewe the tewebe
bemewesed and confewesed
abewesed with skewed newes
p$ych-o logically stimewelated tewe conned-seweme
wewemb tewe tewemb
tewe (y)our doom?

strong stimuli that no monkey could try - it's what e-sheeple choose to view.
It's easy to break things and harder to make things; repairs are difficult too;
NOONE is bettered if their brain is e-fettered; mentally video'd blue.
high-tech attraction, too good at distraction, what's a hominid to do?

They sit and sit in front of it
and what they see is dumb
If they watch it long enough
that's just what they become

Slave-Spew World
Busy with basefook; buying the babble; listening to shock jocks squawk the toxic talk
of fauxic schlock,
Interring into the Land of More-Whores; buried under trivium in the land of the contextfree;
3mpyre producing ignorance-inducing
maxed to the mendax with lies and 'ganda,
w/ additional amounts in the ads...
thus the created conned$umers are en$laved
basefooked plus.

You want to see a good-looking zombie?
Look in a mirror when you are exposed to radiation
emanating from a sound 'n light box.

photos: shot and shopped.

Weapons of mass distraction...
even if one chooses to regard a human's overinduldence in sugar-coated mindless garbage as a personal failing
that society is in no way responsible for, a rational human would conclude that IF a regulatory agency does not
even put warning labels on these devices that warn an unsuspecting we-the-people (especially children and
impaired humans) that these devices can be used in dangerous ways, THEN the regulatory agency must bear at
least some of the burden of the blame.

metaphors
th' tee \/ is
the eye of morewar
it is (at least!) a door
for propaganda paid-for.
It reports sports scores
and ignores war whores
distorts, lies, and bores
sedates forevermore
omits the 5#!7
found around it
under the lash
of its corp-friendly trash
brains can't work anymore.

slew your dish to what you want to,
but what you miss, you know will haunt you
the facts are this... context and content
are what you miss, for the truth exists...
but you're listening to comments coming from scammers, presstitutes, whores
perhaps you'll be conned into acting just like them someday except your paycheck
won't buy you very much unless you're really really lucky and unethical.

the stuff they push you should reject, the things they say are wrong,
as a backwards guide, it is suspect, their psyops is too strong.
the truth denied, shunned intellects, just hot butts and emo songs,
the mindhack attack of video crack thrust at us for far too long

€$¢-ape
the dogs of whore
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you see and tell,
we'll pay you well
we will buy it;
unquiet diet.
secret keeper;
meet the reaper.
for you w ill know
R. I. C. O W E.

Because they say what they are paid to say, and they write what they are paid to
write, all you'll see is what TPTB want you to see, perhaps you'll be what TPTB want
you to be... docile and profitable.

"In our dreams ... people yield themselves with perfect docility to our molding
hands." 'Occasional Letter Number One' from Nelson Rockefeller's General
Education Board.
"In our dreams ... people yield themselves with perfect docility to our molding hands. The present educational conventions [of intellectual and moral education] fade from our minds,
and unhampered by tradition we work our own good will upon a grateful and responsive folk. We shall not try to make these people or any of their children into philosophers or men of
learning or men of science. We have not to raise up from among them authors, educators, poets, or men of letters. We shall not search for embryo great artists, painters, musicians,
nor lawyers, doctors, preachers, politicians, statesmen - of whom we have an ample supply. The task we set before ourselves is very simple ... we will organize children ... and teach
them to do in a perfect way the things their fathers and mothers are doing in an imperfect way."

"It is error alone which needs the support of government. Truth can stand by itself." Thomas Jefferson

owning the Main $tream Media isn't enough...
the $whore$ want more. Therefore, TROLLS.

4 the Koch-head whore-trolls
I must mention the dissention it seems you seek to sow;
We seek scientific facts here, not lies you're paid to 'know'
We're a gath'ring of the grieving, and yet we do our best,
We seek to find the truth, here, not profits, paid-for pest.
you post old lies, antagonize, fantasize and spew,
data sieving for deceiving is the best that you can do
I'm believing you'll be leaving, you denialsaurs all smell,
we're bored with sordid whored discord and Heartless In$ta-dupes; farewell.

astroturf smurf
kcoh whore head,
in$ta-dupe of the 'Heart' land,
let the truth be said

i thot
lies brought
by bought
idiots
were n0ght
but rot
and not
for talk
but best forgot

Can't blame the gun that shot the bullet, but the thought that pulls the trigger.
Can't blame the brain that thought the thought, but blame the system that consumes
humans.
Can't blame the mindless system, but blame those that started the war.
Can't blame those that started the war, but blame the horrible economic consequences
of inaction, or imaginary nuclear weapons, or their scary looks, but never ever blame
those who profit from war. Not. Ever. no no no donot do it. umm, donuts . . .

Some very stupid costumes (Israel)

Merely the dance of money making the whirled go 'round, and the whirled go-down,
ground down, wound down, pounded down, drowned, hounded by those bound to
crowned clowns found around $ , as a metaphoric resemblance to a modern Mordor
grows... the sociopathic seeds r sown.

Hi, NSA speweks:
I have learned that 1337-speek is ineffective for computer security, for your
computers easily substitute appropriate letters for the numbers and punctuation marks
and can make good guesses of which word was disguised. But computers don't really
understand words. (I don't, either.) Computers don't recognize meanings unless they
are programmed to look for them. Sew, eff eye rote things lyeck this, wood yore
softwear bee abull tew 'fig your' out what I was saying? Can homonyms corn-fuse
'stupor-calm pewters' ??

N.E.W.S. by 5th columnists
a Will, bent by pharma pills,
and fear, and porn and beer,
and shills, and too many bills,
and taught junk food for thoughts:
this is the rent of "©orp$€governbent"
the soul is sold, the tale is told,
the body cold.
foretold
This is NOT 'right speech'
I'm so tired of the stupids
the things they do and say
to watch them eat
the ©orp$--farm meat
and G M uh-Ohs every day
the stupidity of the stupids
they replay Whore Hair-doo's bray
lies supersized
truth trivialized
stupids do it while Tee vee dazed
the arrogance of the stupids
enough to make me crazed
they can't think of
corpgov link ups
their brains are worse than tazed
Mark-getting Marketing
For whatever it takes
to sell GMO flakes
or copycat fakes
even selling heartaches
©orp$€ humans do, for molloch!
the whore$
want more
and more
of your$
$$$$$

For-profits may leave stains upon brains
for today's 'gains' outweigh tomorrow's pains.
Tomorrow's sorrows
are not sought,
but brought without thought
when the laws are bought
and justice not sought.
The 'ganda will be as effective
as money can make it
for ©orp$€!

I want to go home
Did my resi-did
or did my resi-didn't?
This cheap geiger is quite slow!
Can i still live near
if it's prohibitive here
and how hot is the rain and snow?
A cracked reactor, forever a factor...
which way does wind mostly blow?
I want to know.
I deserve to know.
May I stay or
must I go?

you know
sometimes
the universe laughs.
i have heard it
and i now speak
with tears in my eyes,
sadder, yet wiser,
laughing, yet crying,
for i have learned
all humans could
have what they need
but not all they want
\

you offer me
to touch an see
your treasure
to take from thee
with parts of me
your measure
to nobly be
that one you see
instead of me
to try

to be

that lie

for thee

my pleasure...

in memoriam of those who have gone before, i am
NON-$ERVIAM

epilogue:

On the wrong side of an iron door
#, #, #, forevermore
each # weaker than the one before
but i hear
my soul
ringing
and it doesn't say
but i hear it anyway
success
?
'
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